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What if you could live in a home that was exactly 
what you wanted without having to move?

You can. Since 2005, our design/build approach has helped selective homeowners avoid confusion and transform 

their homes into beautiful spaces that serve their families. We can help you realize your home’s potential without having to 

navigate the frustration and overwhelm that comes with a typical kitchen or bathroom remodeling project.

Schedule a Call
704-759-3920
CaseCharlotte.com
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painting
with a purpose

Anne Neilson Fine Art represents more than 50           artists in a variety 
of styles and mediums, and seeks to illuminate        the work of emerging  
and established artists around the world. ANFA           now carries the full line  
of Anne Neilson Home products, all artfully designed using Anne Neilson’s original  
Angel Series. Devoted to making our community brighter, a portion of all sales are  
given directly to non-profit organizations.
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 Envisioning relaxed elegance with rustic touches, interior 

designer Beth Keim intertwines traditional with modern to 
give an Eastover home a contemporary, comfortable vibe.

76	 CENTER STAGE
 When approached to design a beach home on a breathtaking 

lot, designer Emily Bourgeois let the views dictate the 
design, taking advantage of every possible perspective.

88	 TIMELESS APPEAL
 A fateful meeting between a designer and a home builder 

leads to a stunning creative collaboration, The Bramble, 
Charlotte area’s first Southern Living Inspired Home. 
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F r o m  t h e  e d i t o r

On the Cover:
Designer Beth Keim 
artfully weaves 
traditional with  
modern to highlight 
the craftsmanship  
and architecture  
of an Eastover home 
(page 64).

I
’ll never forget the bewildered look on my builder’s face when I 
showed such excitement for the one-piece elongated toilet I selected 
for my powder room. We had just moved back to Charlotte from 
New York and had begun what would be a nine-month renovation to 
our first home. At the time, I didn’t realize what my style was, but 
when I came across that sleek, modern toilet to go in the powder 

room, I was elated. Its modernity spoke to me. 
 In our annual Kitchen & Bath Issue, we highlight the home’s two most 
utilized areas. And the dichotomy between the two spaces is interesting. 
They both receive the most wear and tear, so durability and function are 
paramount. The kitchen––often referred to as the heart of the home––is 
the most populated space. It’s where family and friends congregate. In 
contrast, the bathroom, especially the master bath, is a place for privacy 
and respite. For many, it’s their sanctuary. I swear my freestanding tub 
has restorative powers. 
 Throughout our pages, we highlight stunning new bath products that go 
beyond the call of duty. From surface materials like tile and marble to vessel 
sinks and faucets, discover how these modern marvels can elevate your 
private quarters (page 30). Trends come and go. Some are more like fads 
with fleeting lifespans while others have greater staying power. Here, three 
local designers share some of their recent work that showcases their favorite 
trends taking place in the kitchen (page 18). 
 Featured in this issue are three homes that exemplify refinement. Using a 
soft-white backdrop as the canvas for her work, designer Beth Keim elevated 
the beauty of an Eastover home’s existing architecture and design by using 
her skill for sophisticated restraint (page 64). It is not common to associate a 
beach house with Palladian architecture, but for Emily Bourgeois, who was 
enlisted to design a DeBordieu, South Carolina home from the ground up, she 
allowed the Lowcountry views to dictate the design, taking advantage of every 
possible perspective (page 76). When builder Mary Ludemann and interior 
designer Vicky Serany teamed up to create a Fort Mill showhouse, their vision 
for Southern living and entertaining came to fruition (page 88). 
 Moving beyond the city limits, we explore the Appalachians and the beau-
tiful retreats located along their mountainous range. From enticing culinary 
spots to thriving art scenes, the Appalachians offer more than just a captivat-
ing landscape (page 43). 
 Whether you’re gearing up for a weekend getaway or planning to stay put, 
give yourself a little R&R. We all deserve it from time to time! 

Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on Instagram



@GoodwinClassicHomes                        704-506-7950                        GoodwinClassicHomes.com

Caren Bistany Design  |  Bossard Design  |  Don Duffy Architecture

Excellence in Fine Home Construction, Restoration, and Preservation
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HISTORIC SOUTHEND SHOWROOM
305 Foster Ave. Suite 200
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704-778-6814

The Area’s Premiere RESOURCE for Kitchen & Bath Cabinetry
CUSTOM CLOSETS • HOME OFFICE • MUD ROOM & BUILT INS • GARAGE STORAGE

with Lauren Nicole Inc. 
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trend | kitchen trends

WHAT’S 
COOKING
The kitchen is the heart of 

the home. Here, local designers 
weigh in on this year’s hottest 

kitchen trends that make
their hearts skip a beat. 

Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

“A TRULY CUSTOM KITCHEN 
OR BATH GOES BEYOND STANDARD 

SELECTIONS. INSTEAD OF WHITES, 
GRAYS, OR MUTED BLUES, GO FOR 

BOLD, SATURATED HUES. DON’T JUST 
STOP AT A RICH CABINET COLOR—

GO A STEP FURTHER AND ADD A 
HIGH-GLOSS OR LACQUER FINISH.”  

DANIELLE BURGER
KITCHEN VITALITY DESIGN 
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“BRUSHED OR UNLACQUERED BRASS 
FIXTURES INTRODUCE ELEGANCE AND 

WARMTH TO A SPACE, BUT IT’S BEST NOT 
TO GO OVERBOARD. MIX BRASS WITH 

ANOTHER METAL SO IT STAYS SUBTLE AND 
UNIQUE. FOR EXAMPLE, BALANCE BRASS 
LIGHTING AND PLUMBING FIXTURES WITH 
POLISHED NICKEL CABINET HARDWARE.”



2914 Selwyn Avenue Charlotte, NC  28209
704-339-0222

Anna@DesignLoftCabinets.com
designloftcabinets.com

Photography by Erin Comerford Miller
Cabinets by Cabico Unique Series
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CAREN BISTANY
BISTANY DESIGN 

“NOT ONLY ARE FULL SLAB STONE BACKSPLASHES 
STUNNING, BUT THEY CAN ALSO BE INCREDIBLY EFFECTIVE 
AS THE FOCAL POINT OF A KITCHEN. FOR THIS SPACE, WE 
CHOSE A SUBTLE BLUE CABINET COLOR TO ENHANCE THE 
MARBLE AND COMPLEMENT THE MIX OF METALS. MIXING 

THE POLISHED STAINLESS DOORS WITH WARM BRASS 
ACCENTS ADDED DEPTH AND VISUAL INTEREST.”

“REFLECTIVE MATERIALS ARE 
CLASSIC BUT VERY POPULAR 
RIGHT NOW. THIS BUTLER’S 
PANTRY IS ADJACENT TO THE 
KITCHEN AND COULD HAVE 
EASILY BEEN OVERLOOKED. 
WE WANTED TO BALANCE THE 
TEXTURE AND SHEEN OF THE 
DIFFERENT ELEMENTS BUT GIVE
THE SPACE SOME EXTRA 
SPARKLE. LIKE JEWELRY, THE 
CUSTOM ANTIQUE MIRROR 
BACKSPLASH ADDS BOTH 
PATTERN AND SHIMMER.”
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Promenade on Providence: 5341 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy, Ste. 350, Charlotte 
 704 • 844 • 6330 | FrontDoorFabrics.com

C R E AT I V I T Y,  I M A G I N AT I O N  A N D  S T Y L E , 
A L L  T H R O U G H  O N E  D O O R .
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AMY VERMILLION
AMY VERMILLION INTERIORS

“FULL-HEIGHT BACK-
SPLASHES IN THE 

SAME MATERIAL AS THE 
COUNTERTOP CREATES 
A SEAMLESS TRANSITION 

BETWEEN THE HORIZONTAL 
AND VERTICAL SURFACES 
AND GIVES THE ILLUSION 

OF HEIGHT. IT ALSO LENDS 
TO THE CLEANER LOOK 

THAT WE ALL SEEM TO WANT 
IN OUR KITCHENS—LESS 

CLUTTER, LESS BUSYNESS!”

trend | kitchen trends

“MIXING OF MATERIALS—I DESIGNED THIS HOOD 
TO INCORPORATE BOTH WARM AND COOL
METALS, WHICH ENHANCES NOT ONLY THE 
STONE COLORS BUT ALSO ALLOWS FOR THE 
MIXING OF METALS IN THE HARDWARE AND 

LIGHT FIXTURE. I LOVE THE MODERN STATEMENT 
LIGHT FIXTURE IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 

ANTIQUE WOOD BEAMS. THEY PLAY OFF EACH 
OTHER, SO THE KITCHEN DOESN’T BECOME TOO 

SEVERELY STYLED IN EITHER DIRECTION.”
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C O M P L E T E  D E S I G N  S E R V I C E S  A V A I L A B L E

LUXURY LIFESTYLE BOUTIQUE OFFERING EXCLUSIVE GIFTS 

FOR MEN AND WOMEN, 

ANTIQUES AND INTERIOR ACCENTS FOR THE HOME

 The Shops at Morrison in Southpark

720 Governor Morrison, Suite E110

Charlotte, North Carolina 28211

Phone: (704) 364-4004

bdjeffries.com
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style | kitchen design

When empty-nesters Karen and Gary Rogers began 
designing their new home in Belmont, they engaged 
Sarah Catherine Garvin to assist them with select-

ing exterior colors. But after reviewing their architectural plans, 
Garvin was struck by several things about the interior that she 
wanted to change, particularly the kitchen. 
 “The kitchen was this crazy, asymmetrical plan that blocked 
the flow of traffic and felt very disconnected from the rest of the 
house,” Garvin explains. 
 She and Gary Rogers had worked together on another  
project, so the couple trusted her opinion and followed her 

lead. “It went from ‘Hey, can you help us with exterior colors?’ 
to basically redesigning the whole thing,” Garvin laughs.
 Garvin completely changed the layout of the kitchen, opening it 
up to the living room and creating a flowing, open floor plan for the 
house. “The kitchen is now the heart of the home,” Garvin says.  
“It is the foundation and the cornerstone of the entire space.”
 The Rogers enjoy cooking and entertaining and wanted a 
simple, comfortable space where they could host family and 
friends with ease. Garvin’s modern style is a departure from the 
more traditional decor in their previous home, but they welcomed 
her ideas. “I didn’t want to give them a total shock, so I tried to blend 

Written by Catherine Ruth Kelly
Photography by Erin Comerford Miller

MODERN 
LUXE 



1200-M Westinghouse Blvd
Charlotte, NC 28273

980.237.3700
www.bottegastone.com

A T L A N T A          C H A R L O T T E

OFFERING THE FINEST NATURAL STONE 

SLABS AND TILES 
FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

1200 - M Westinghouse Blvd. | Charlotte, NC 28273
www.bottegastone.com

980-237-3700

V I S I T  O U R  S T A T E - O F - T H E - A R T 

D E S I G N  &  F A B R I C A T I O N  C E N T E R 
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the earthy colors they prefer with a more modern twist,”  
Garvin says. 
 The warm colors and clean lines create a soothing, serene 
ambiance. Floor-to-ceiling cabinets by Millwork on 31st allow 

for ample storage, and magnetic catches eliminate the need 
for hardware while maintaining a sleek facade. The Sub-Zero 
refrigerator, finished in the same custom stain as the cabinets, 
blends seamlessly. 



11729 CAROLINA PLACE PARKWAY  PINEVILLE, NC      704.542.5300     OASISOUTDOOR.COM

CLEARANCE  SALE

OVER 100 OUTDOOR FURNITURE COLLECTIONS
IN-STOCK AND ON DISPLAY.  MORE VIA CUSTOM ORDER.  

ALL OUTDOOR FURNITURE    60% OFF!
ALL OUTDOOR PILLOWS, OUTDOOR RUGS & PATIO UMBRELLAS, TOO!

UP
TO
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“THE KITCHEN IS NOW 
THE HEART OF THE HOME. 

IT IS THE FOUNDATION AND 
THE CORNERSTONE OF 

THE ENTIRE SPACE.”
– SARAH CATHERINE GARVIN

 The generously sized island, flanked by Vanguard barstools in 
Joseph Noble vegan leather, includes a Wolf induction cooktop 
that is flush with the countertop and a linear light fixture by 
Visual Comfort. A Kohler apron front cast-iron sink with Brizo 
Solna matte black faucet anchors the Bianco Albion marble 
counter and backsplash behind the island. Large windows in the 
breakfast area provide plenty of natural light and a beautiful view 
from the Mr Brown table and Bernhardt chairs. The round light 
fixture is by Currey & Company.
 The immaculately designed space is sophisticated yet 
functional, achieving the warm, welcoming environment the 
Rogers had envisioned. “The best compliment my clients have 
given me is that walking through their new house makes them 
happy every day,” Garvin says.u



©2019 Marvin Lumber and Cedar Co., LLC. All rights reserved.  
®Registered trademark of Marvin Lumber and Cedar Co., LLC.

We know replacing windows can feel a bit daunting. But it doesn’t
have to be that way. With the right guidance, replacing a problem
window or door can be, dare we say, enjoyable.

Discover a smarter way to replace. Download our free window
replacement guide at Marvin.com/Charlotte

IT’S EASIER THAN  
YOU THINK.

CharlotteHomeD&D_MarvinReplacement_Homeowner_11155_003.indd   1 5/10/19   9:30 AM
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market | bath
CRYSTAL CLEAR
The ultimate in luxury for your bathroom or powder 
room, these crystal handles from Dornbracht 
reflect light left and right. The sleek design is 
powerful yet delicate with a bold sophistication 
that commands attention but requires none. 
birddecorativehardware.com

COVER STORY
These mix-and-match faucet handles 

from Graff are made of real Italian 
marble from the Tuscany region and 

offered in three variations. Choose 
any of seventeen brass finishes 

to complement the marble for a 
completely custom and beautiful 

combination. The handles are part of 
the new MOD+ collection intended 

to weave iconic colors, materials, and 
functionality together to create ultimate 

versatility and aesthetic. The brass 
base is thoughtfully designed, and a 
brass clip is added for both original 

design and maximum movement. 
fergusonshowrooms.com

POWER GRID
The ideal from Kallista to Live Artfully has been brought to 
life with the new GRID collection of faucets and handles. 
The geometric design pays homage to the clean, minimalist 
forms birthed in the De Stijl movement, marking the shift 
from excessive decoration to precise works of art. 3D 
Systems technology is used to create the faucet through 
3D printing, and the result is a master class in the study 
of negative space. The handles are cast, hand-buffed, and 
powder-coated, creating a lightly textured look. Form and 
function are artfully paired for a one-of-a-kind look that adds 
a dose of luxe to any landscape. fergusonshowrooms.com

MODERN 
MARVELS

Innovation and design collide to bring the 
boldest and brightest to the bath and beyond.

Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Anne Marie Ashley
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We’re moving to Myers Park!  
Come visit our new studio & shop starting 9/1:  
1935 Brunswick Ave. 
Charlotte, NC 28207

A R T I S T  JAZ (Franco Fasoli)   
L O C AT I O N  LaCa projects
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LET IT SINK IN 
Whether choosing an undermount or 
self-rimming version, Rocky Mountain 
Hardware’s latest offering in stunning 
vessels, including the Alice, shown here, 
wows with high shine and incredible 
architecture. Plus, the grid-design 
drain adds the perfect pop of interest 
and modernity. Everything is expertly 
crafted in America from the finest art-
grade bronze and has a hand-applied 
patina that grows richer over time. 
rockymountainhardware.com

market | bath ALL ABOUT 
THE BASSINES

Made in France with exceptional finishes and 
the finest design, the Leto collection from 
Bassines highlights the materials by simpli-
fying the shape. The aesthetically pleasing 
conical shape can be installed in one of three 
positions, including above surface, semi- 
recessed, or fully recessed, creating a vision 
of simplistic beauty in any form. The vessel is 
available in stainless steel, copper, black, and 
brass, in brushed or polished finish. It’s per-
manently resistant to scratches and retains 
its bright appearance thanks to a Phase 
Vapor Deposit coating—a vacuum treatment 
in a high-temperature heated furnace where 
metal vapor is deposited into a thin film on 
the stainless steel, bonding closely with it 
and protecting it for life. bassines.com

THE BRONZE AGE
Kallista’s breathtaking series of expertly crafted solid cast-bronze decorative 
vessels not only immediately captivate, but also linger with a deepened 
patina over time, bringing back the beauty of the bronze age. The new Myam 
vessel’s interior is offered in polished bronze, white bronze, or satin bronze, 
all of which can be combined with a matte eggshell exterior finish in white 
or black for a stunning contrast. The use of cast bronze as an interior finish 
only enhances the form’s handcrafted appeal with subtle surface character 
and slight irregularities. Kallista chose bronze for this vessel not only for 
its strength and durability but also for its capability to precisely translate 
material when cast. Whether going for a statement in high-traffic rooms or 
a centerpiece in more intimate spaces, the Myam vessel is always ready for 
center stage. fergusonshowrooms.com
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market | bath

HIP TO BE
SQUARE
Hand-drawn curves and undefined 
shapes are the hallmarks of the Mochi 
Collection by Commune. The freestyle 
nature of the tiles defies conventional 
tile design by allowing the customer to 
be the designer, creating something 
fluid, one-of-a-kind, and personal. 
The results exude a contemporary 
and ethereal quality that brings 
about unlimited options. The magic 
happens with the tiles repeat in an 
out-of-the-ordinary fashion, creating 
unexpected relationships. Available 
in two colorways, pink and indigo, the 
resulting wow-factor can be seen even 
before installation. xsurfaces.com

A THIN LINE 
Dekton Slim, the new large-format tile from Dekton by Cosentino, is a 
master class in clean lines and minimalist design. Perfect for nearly any 
space from kitchens to bathrooms to accent walls, the ultra-thin 4 mm 
surface is fire-, stain-, scratch-, and humidity-resistant and has minimal 
joints with easy installation. Unlimited custom options and the ability to cut 
it to size create an endless design portfolio to fit your needs and aesthetic 
perfectly. Available in eight colors, options range from a marble look to 
solid white with natural stones in between. cosentino.com

TIP THE 
SCALES

San Francisco artist Erica Tanov 
has teamed with online tile 

pioneer Clé to create a stunning 
new concept in accent tiles. The 

Shimmer Collection features American- 
made brass tiles that can be installed  

in a fish-scale pattern to create a truly  
unique accent or statement wall in any 
hallway, bathroom, or kitchen. Inspired 

by the brass paillettes from a favorite 
pouch of Tanov’s, she teamed up with 

architect Douglas Burnham of Envelope 
A+D to bring the concept to life. With two 

different size sequins to choose from, 
customers can experiment in an 

artful way, bringing a new facet to
 tile design. cletile.com

Artistic Tile Euclid by Alison Rose 
artistictile.com

New Ravenna Bismark Grand 
Bright Young Things Collection 

newravenna.com
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Briarwood Collection

For projects of any size, perfection often requires making difficult decisions. Allow the experts at
Ferguson to make things easy by introducing you to an extensive collection of stylish products from
prominent brands, all designed to bring your vision to life. Learn more at fergusonshowrooms.com

CHARLOTTE
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palette | off-white

1. Interior Design by Lisa Sherry of Lisa Sherry Interieurs 
2. Blueprint Lighting Ludo Wall Sconce / $795 / blueprintlighing.com
3. Annie Selke Lust Linen Ivory Puff Sham / $80 - $90 / bedsidemanor.com
4. Oasis Chevron Pure / $65 per square foot / renaissancetileandbath.com
5. Palecek Antilles Porcelain Bowl and Vases / $439 - $648 / palecek.com

3

Beautifully evocative 
breathing room and the perfect

backdrop to any design.

Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Christina Spratt Spencer

WHITE 
WASHED

    An endlessly versatile and barely-there hue, 
off-white provides the perfect palette cleanse to 
swirls and layers of pattern and color. Subtle nuances 
whisper a wide range in undertone from completely 
neutral, pure, and clear to a scale of the faintest 
notes of ballet blush, cool greige, or creamy 
ivory—and everything in between. Honest and 
forthcoming, it showcases the truest depth 
and dimensions of its pairings, offering  
gallery-like presentation. Sophisticated with 
more traditional elements like well-worn 
antiques and warm wood tones, sleek and 
savvy with pared-down transitional tastes or 
minimalistic modern accents, or calming with a streamlined 
hush to layered eclecticism, there is a shade of off-white 
for every aesthetic taste and palette. 
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bourgeoismcginnbuilders.com@bourgeoismcginn 704  533  2280
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design board

 For architect-turned-designer Ashley 
DeLapp of Ashley DeLapp Interior Design, go 
bold or go home—the two are not mutually 
exclusive. Known for her distinctive interi-
ors that are as sophisticated as they are fun, 
DeLapp takes a bold, more-is-more approach 
when it comes to her designs, opting for 
maximalism over subtlety every time. 
 “I’m a huge fan of vintage pieces, 
whether that be furniture, lamps, or rugs,” 
DeLapp says. “They bring so much character 
and soul to a design that you can’t get when 
you buy everything new. I like to start there 
and build the room around it.” 
 “I’m color obsessed and love adding 
pops of color through art, wallpaper, or a 
lacquered piece of furniture. Clients come 
to me when they want to incorporate more 
color into their homes but aren’t sure where 
to begin,” she continues. “I definitely have 
a bolder design aesthetic. Mixing patterns, 
colors, and textures is what I enjoy most.”

1. Dutton Brown Color Monarch Sconce / $199 / duttonbrown.com
2. Jennifer Levine Breaking Down Oil on Canvas / $925 / jenniferlevinestudios.com 
3. Troi Ollivierre George Lipstick / $28 / troiollivierrebeauty.com
4. Osborne & Little Talavera Wallcovering / to the trade / osborneandlittle.com
5. Mr Brown London Durrant Chair / $2,805 / abodehomedesign.com
6. Society Social Ming Grasscloth Console / $1,495 / shopsocietysocial.com

ASHLEY
DeLapp
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Charlotte  •  Banner Elk
www.abodehomedesign.com
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UNMATCHED COLOR. UNMATCHED QUALITY.

Color has a profound influence on a space and the people in it. 
Magnolia Paint Company’s experts guide you through more than 
3,500 Benjamin Moore® colors and help you choose the right 
Benjamin Moore® paint products. We will help you make your 
project—and your space— awe-inspiring.

• At-Home or in-store color consultation
• An exclusive Century® paint distributor

Call, text or visit: 
980-207-2164

magnoliapaint.company

COTSWOLD & SOUTH BOULEVARD

19-72817_MagnoliaPaint_Charlotte_HomeandDesignAd_v3.indd   1 5/8/19   9:09 AM



www.bistanydesign.com

704-375-8322  



$2.75 M

THE POINT - MOORESVILLE
109 Conway Court | MLS 3505628
Reed Jackson 704-713-3623
Annie Livingston 704-996-2744

We Bring The World 
To Your Doorstep

704-499-3054 | IvesterJackson.com | 6100 Fairview Road, Suite 1202

MORROCROFT ESTATES
7501 Morrocroft Farms Ln. | MLS 3521899
Dee Reid 704-281-3913 & Tar Reid 704-905-8221

$1.695 M

LONGVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
8513 Longview Country Club Drive

Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

$3.995 M

GREENWOOD
8333 Providence Road | MLS 3517422

Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

$1.17 M

SKYECROFT
8104 Skye Knoll Drive

Lisa McCrossan 704-620-0328

$1.45 M

THE SANCTUARY
10709 Hermit Thrush Lane | MLS 3518521

Alison Smith 704-996-6747 & Tracy Davis 704-779-9750

$1.269 M

EASTOVER
526 Sedgewood Lake Dr. | MLS 3453191

Reed Jackson 704-713-3623 & Tommy Ingram 704-451-0041

$2.99 M

CORNELIUS WATERFRONT
21215 Senlac Lane | MLS 3395816

Lori Jackson 704-996-5686

$1.049 M

THE PENINSULA - CORNELIUS
17048 Jetton Road | MLS 3509572

Lori Jackson 704-996-5686 & Bill Moore 704-651-1532

$2.945 M

NAUTICAL POINT - MOORESVILLE
116 Nautical Point Ct. | MLS 3383249

Lori Jackson 704-996-5686 & Annie Livingston 704-996-2744

NEWLY LISTED

PRIVATE SHOWINGS BY APPT.

UNDER CONTRACT NEWLY LISTED

PRIVATE SHOWINGS BY APPT.

LAKE NORMAN LAKE NORMAN LAKE NORMAN
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OFF & AWAY
Places to explore, treasures to discover
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travel | mountains

MOUNTAIN MOOD
Asheville’s culinary scene is drawing inspiration from its Appalachian roots.

Written by Michelle Boudin

Asheville has long been known as the perfect 
weekend getaway for Carolinians looking 
to escape the heat and take in some cool(er) 

mountain air. But now, more than ever, this popular 
mountain town has so much more to offer, especially 
when it comes to its food scene. For Asheville, it’s 
about getting back to its roots, which means drawing 
inspiration, techniques, and ingredients from the 
Appalachians. From James Beard–nominated chefs 
to notable new restaurants with can’t-miss dishes 
steeped in deep Southern history, there’s an abundance 
of new offerings appearing every month in Asheville’s 
emerging modern Appalachian culinary scene.
 Here’s a look at how the Appalachian-inspired 
culinary scene is unfolding in Asheville and why you 
need to take advantage of it now.

District 42 
in Hotel Arras

The Foundry Hotel
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karenkettlerdesign.com     luxury kitchens and bathrooms
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Button & Co. Bagels
Don’t miss the egg and cheese with Benton’s 
Country Ham 
bagel sandwich.  
Or grab a plain 
bagel and make 
sure to smother 
it in chef Katie 
Button’s house-
made pecan butter.

EAT
Chow	Chow	
This fall, from September 12 to 15,	
Asheville will play host to the inaugural 
Chow Chow, a brand-new food festival 
bringing together chefs, farmers, and 
other producers who are the foundation 
of the region’s growing culinary identity. 
It will take place in downtown Asheville 
and has some big names behind it—in-
cluding James Beard–award 
winners Meherwan Irani and 
Katie Button—and it will feature 
more than two dozen 
signature events. 

Cider	Fest
For the seventh year, on October 
12, Cider Fest will take place 
along the French Broad River, 
not far from downtown. There 
will be nearly one hundred 
different varieties represented 
from two dozen makers of cider, 
mead, apple wine, and apple 
spirits, all paying homage to the 
long history of craft beverages in 
the Appalachian region. 

Button	&	Co.	Bagels
Because locally grown flour 
is flavorful but typically only 
used for biscuits, Button, 
a James Beard finalist and 
owner of Asheville’s famed 
Cúrate restaurant, got 
creative with her recipe and 
mixed the locally grown flour 
with flour from the North to 

give the bagel the right, doughy texture. 
Button also uses sorghum syrup, made 
from a Carolina-grown grass, to help 
sweeten the dough. 

The	Greenhouse
It’s a family affair at The Greenhouse, a 
new bar and modern-American restaurant 
that will highlight apples in a fun and fla-
vorful way. The concept will feature craft 
cocktails made with locally produced cider, 

a charcoal oven that uses wood from sur-
rounding orchards, and a menu highlighting 
local beef fed with apple mash left over from 
the cider-making process.

Benne	on	Eagle
When five-time James Beard–semifinalist 
chef John Fleer went to work on his 
newest venture, an Appalachian-inspired 
soul food restaurant, he wanted to  

incorporate the oft-overlooked 
culinary contributions of African 
Americans. So he went into  
The Block, the historic African- 
American neighborhood, where  
he built Benne on Eagle and  
recruited recipes and talent such 
as Hanan Shabazz to help craft the 
menu. Seventy-year-old Shabazz, 
who once owned her own soul food 
restaurant, whips up can’t-miss 
fish cakes, bread, and more for 
the restaurant.

Benne on eagle
This is Southern comfort food 

with a twist! Come hungry 
and make sure to try 

the Potlikker Braised 
Chicken Wings, 
Braised Rabbit, 
Fried Catfish and 
Waffles, and Hot 
Water Cornbread.

Don’t miss:
CRAFT CITY 

FOOD & ART 
TOUR 2019
9/7, 9/21 & 10/5

Benne on Eagle

Chef Katie Button
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SHOP
Bette
Two girlfriends opened this 
shop that carries something 
for “every Bette.” (The store 
got its moniker from the 
old-time name that refers 
to an attractive, stylish, and 
self-confident woman.) Bette 
has everything from basic 
jeans and fun tees to cocktail 
dresses. Make sure to snag Hazelwood 
Soap Company’s bestselling beach-
scented soaps and candles created just 
for Bette.

Nest	Boutique	and	DIY	Studio 
This fun clothing and crafts store is full 
of affordable, trendy clothes, accesso-
ries, home decor, and gifts for all the 
fun girls in your life. They also offer 
regular DIY classes.

Porter	&	Prince
Recently voted the Most Beautiful  
Independently Owned Store in North 
Carolina by Architectural Digest, this 
charming shop is filled with curated 
home furnishings, fine linens, and  
unique luxury gifts. Porter & Prince  
has been an Asheville staple for more 
than two decades. While you’re there, 
scoop up French Milled Shea Butter 
soaps, satin loungewear, and silk linens.

DO
See the Biltmore in a new way by explor-
ing George Vanderbilt’s farming legacy 
on the estate’s Segway Tour. If that’s not 
your thing, you can also enjoy English tea 
service, check out America’s most-visited 
winery, or eat at one of the Biltmore’s 
many restaurants where they serve their 
own pasture-raised meats and produce. Porter & Prince

STAY
The	Foundry	Hotel
This former twentieth-century steel 
foundry (it once made the steel that was 
used to build much of Asheville and the 
nearby Biltmore Estate) was restored in 
2018, resulting in a charming, upscale 
boutique hotel. In keeping with its original 
early-1900s architecture, the restoration 
maintained details such as the original 
brick and hardwood floors, as well as the 
original pulley elevator, exposed beams, 
steel-star fastenings, and industrial-style 
windows. The guest rooms are an eclectic 
mix of new and old with exposed brick 
and framed pictures and artifacts from 
the Appalachian Mountains.

Hotel	Arras
Asheville’s famed Art Deco skyline got a 
new icon and four-star luxury property 
when Hotel Arras opened this summer 
in the heart of downtown. The 128-room 
hotel is filled with local artwork and an 
effortlessly luxurious and comfortable 
aesthetic for which the Kimpton brand 

is known. Named for a region in France 
famous for its woven fabrics, Hotel 
Arras captures the essence of the eclectic 

Asheville arts com-
munity, even offering 
guests private art 
tours throughout  
the hotel.
      Guests can choose 
from two on-site 
restaurants run by 
the local husband 
and wife duo who 
own Posana, also in 
downtown Asheville. 
Expect family-style 
Mediterranean 
cuisine at Bargello. 
Or grab a seat at the 
counter and watch as 
wood-fired gourmet 
pizzas are pulled 
from the scorching 
hot oven. District 
42 takes a different 
approach to food 
with small bites 
complemented by 

hand-crafted cocktails that are a nod to 
old Asheville. 

Workshop Lounge at The Foundry Hotel
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$1.2 M

$2.75 M

Your Guide to Asheville’s
Finest Communities

828-367-9001 | IvesterJacksonBlackStream.com | 18 S Pack Square, Asheville, NC 28801

RAMBLE BILTMORE FOREST
2 Cleftridge Court | MLS 3466916

ECHOVIEW FARM
534 Old Mars Hill Highway | MLS 3508587

$1.15 M

$1.599 M

HISTORIC 1880’S FARM HOUSE
494 Clarks Chapel Road | MLS 3383758

HISTORIC MONTFORD
254 Pearson Drive | MLS 3493525

$1.28 M$1.399 M

$3.995 M

GROVE PARK
1 Sunset Parkway | MLS 3520653

LONG RANGE MOUNTAIN VIEWS
171 Dry Ridge

STRATFORD TOWERS
193 Stratford Road | MLS 3361372

$578,500

ROBINSON CREEK
110 Still Water Lane | MLS 3514277

$889 K$1.15 M

EAST ASHEVILLE
59 Morton Circle | MLS 3485641

REYNOLDS MOUNTAIN
105 Points West Drive

$389 K

GROVE PARK
47 S Griffing Boulevard | MLS 3527550

$ 499 K

LAKEVIEW PARK
220 Midland Drive | MLS 3515339

Laura Browne Livaudais
828.712.5445
Laura@IJBProperties.com
IJBProperties.com

Ellen Browne McGuire
828.551.7027

Ellen@IJBProperties.com
IJBProperties.com
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Written by Sarah Crosland

RUSTIC AND 
REFINED

A getaway to the mountain resort towns of Cashiers and Highlands 
offers equal parts simple charm and elegant luxury.

With their bustling small-town streets and colorful tree-
filled vistas, there’s no better time than early fall to 
plan a visit to Cashiers and Highlands. The two idyllic 

mountain towns, long a favorite for Southerners seeking a retreat 
from summer’s heat, have become popular in recent years for those 
in search of elevated cuisine, luxury spas, and upscale shopping—all 
in a picturesque and peaceful setting. 
 In Cashiers, you’ll find Lonesome Valley, a verdant meadow in the 
shadow of a granite rock face. Here the cozy Canyon Spa, tucked inside 
a historic cottage, features treatments made from farm-fresh ingre-
dients in a garden just across the field. Next to the garden is Canyon 

Kitchen, an award-winning restaurant with a menu that changes daily 
and includes local offerings ranging from trout to quail. 
     Just twenty minutes up the curving mountain road is Highlands, 
where Old Edwards Inn is taking focus on the land to the next 
level with its new Glen Cove community. Opening this fall, the 
“agrihood” will have an organic farm, garden, and trout pond as its 
centerpiece.
 While these additions may be more recent, they reflect the 
same focus that has lured visitors for decades—the chance to relax 
and unwind amid the simple pleasures of life in this enchanting 
mountain setting.

Old Edwards Inn and Spa
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I�’� � ��������� ���� �� �������� ��� ��� ������ ����
��� ���� around the world. And Old Edwards is bringing 
it to Cashiers. Amid pris� ne na� onal forestland and fer� le 
valleys, a genera� onal wellness community is coming to 
life with experiences as rich and storied as the land itself.

 GlenCoveLifestyle.com  
A private community with abundant recrea� on ameni� es and organic community gardens. 

A New 
Way of Life

�� �������� �� ��� N���� 
C������� M��������.

by Old Edwards
G l e n   C o v eG l e n   C o v e

by Old Edwards
G l e n   C o v e

Life... pure and simple.
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EAT
Canyon	Kitchen
Arrive early for dinner at this acclaimed 
restaurant in Lonesome Valley. Order one 
of the cocktails made with herbs from its 
adjacent garden and take a stroll around 
the picturesque pasture before your meal.
 Chef Ken Naron, whose background 
includes stints at Michelin Star restaurants 

in California, creates fresh, 
seasonal dishes with both 
global and local flavors for 
the nightly price-fixed menu. 
(Canyon Kitchen is only open 
May through October, so 
plan accordingly.)

Madison’s
On warm nights, the 

windows open up to 
the Wine Garden in 
this farm-to-table restau-
rant housed inside Old Edwards Inn. 
The sound of the 
garden’s waterfall 
sets the scene 
for an authentic 
mountain meal 
with hearty dishes like 
braised short ribs, roasted 
pork tenderloin, and hand-
crafted pasta with a local 
lamb sauce. For a 
more intimate  
dining experience, 
request seating in the 

wine cellar, a wine-walled room that feels 
more European than Appalachian.  

Mountain	Fresh	
Grocery	&	Wine	Market
This specialty food shop and  

restaurant in Highlands includes 
a sandwich grill, coffee bar, wine bar, 
wood-fired pizza counter, and bakery—
and a selection of wine to rival any grocer 
in the state. It’s the ideal destination for   
a post-hike bite or a casual dinner 

   with gourmet flavors.

STAY	
The original Old Edwards Inn and Spa 
with its red brick facade and flowering 
window boxes sits squarely in the center 
of downtown Highlands. But the Inn has 

continued to expand since its original early 
2000s renovation, adding cottages, guest-
rooms, suites, and even vacation homes. 
Regardless of where you choose to stay on 
the property, you’re in for a decadent expe-
rience. Bubbly wine greets you at check-in, 

warm whirlpools offer the chance for a dip 
in any weather, and a famously well-stocked 
fridge full of Dove Bars provides the chance 
for a playful indulgence (or two).  
 This kind of thoughtful attention to detail 
can also be found in the Inn’s accommoda-
tions. One-of-a-kind antiques fill many of 
the rooms and cottages, while sumptuous 
Italian linens and local art add sophisticated 
accents. Luxury amenities like Molton 
Brown soaps and heated bathroom floors 
round out the luxurious spaces.  

The spa at Old Edwards Sunset Rock in Highlands

Madison’s at Old Edwards  

Canyon Kitchen
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Valery Huffenus
Interior Designer & Owner
704.807.7095
valery@decoratingden.com
valery.decoratingden.com
facebook.com/InspiredInteriors.DecoratingDen
instagram.com/DecoratingDen_instagram.com/DecoratingDen_valeryhuffenus
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Written by Blake Miller

BEAUTY IN 
BLOWING ROCK

Once considered a sleepy mountain town, today Blowing Rock is booming 
with a thriving arts scene, outstanding dining, and plenty of shopping.

One might think they’d arrived at the entrance to the sky 
as they summit the switchback turns leading to the small 
town of Blowing Rock. It is, after all, 3,500 feet high, 

perched atop the glorious Blue Ridge Mountains overlooking some 
of the state’s most magnificent valleys and mountain ranges. The 
views—from the overlooks to the secluded wooded back roads 
bursting with azalea blooms in the spring and a bold palette of 
oranges, reds, and yellows in the fall—have served as inspiration for 
artists for centuries. Acclaimed twentieth-century American artist 
Elliott Daingerfield set his roots in Blowing Rock and was easily the 
trailblazer for Appalachian artists to follow.
 And follow they did. Today, Blowing Rock is less a sleepy 
mountain town and more an emerging arts and culture scene. The 
Artists in Residence at Edgewood Cottage—Daingerfield’s former 
home and Main Street’s first art studio—hosts High Country artists 

weekly from May through September. The rotating selection of 
artists features a variety of media and celebrates its tenth anniver-
sary this summer. And there are more arts to be had. Created by 
a handful of area artists in 1962, the popular Art in the Park show-
cases the work of more than ninety artisans from May through 
October. Because of its high standards and professional jury, Art in 
the Park features some of the Southeast’s top artists, who display 
everything from handcrafted jewelry and pottery to photography 
and painting. If that weren’t enough to solidify Blowing Rock 
as a prominent fixture in the South’s art scene, the Plein Air Art 
Festival, where top artists set up their easels and paint “en plein 
air,” coupled with the new Sculpture Walk Weekend at Chetola Lake, 
should be.
 There’s more to Blowing Rock, of course, than its art scene. Here’s a 
look at where to go, what to do, and places to dine while in town.  

Westglow Resort & Spa
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2817 Cap’n Sam’s Road
$850,000

2935 Seabrook Island Road 
$719,000

3015 Hidden Oak Drive 
 $799,000

2482 High Hammock Road
$1,039,000

3470 Deer Run Drive
$1,699,000

2432 Golf Oak Park
$889,000

1161 Oyster Catcher Court
$3,650,000

3713 Bonita Court
$1,799,000

3135 Marshgate Drive
$3,200,000

843.768.2560
DiscoverSeabrook.com

Miles of pristine beaches. Minutes from Charleston. Endless amenities and activities. 
And the inexplicable feeling of knowing you’re exactly where you should be.

Seabrook Island, South Carolina
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STAY	
Part of the beauty of Blowing Rock is its intimacy. Small, early 
twentieth-century homes have been restored and transformed 
into exclusive resorts and inviting bed and breakfasts. These 
charming places are not just places to lay your head, but 
rather destinations unto themselves. Such is the case with 
Westglow Resort & Spa. This Relais & Châteaux property is 
the former home of Daingerfield and was lovingly restored to 
its circa-1917 splendor during a massive renovation in 2005. 
Daingerfield camped out on the forty-three-acre property 
for two weeks before building the Greek Revival mansion to 
ensure that the home had the best views and morning and 
afternoon sunlight. White rocking chairs line the side porch 
of the home, which overlooks the Blue Ridge Mountains, while 
the front of the home, with its stunning manicured drive, features 

expansive views of the mountains and beyond; both settings are 
ideal for a morning coffee or pre-dinner glass of wine. 

DO
Blowing Rock’s proximity to the Blue 
Ridge Parkway and Pisgah National 
Forest makes it a favorite with nature- 
and adventure-lovers alike. A light 
hike on Cone Trails is great for the 
beginner, while the experienced hiker 
will want to head to Ship Rock, which 

is home to some of the area’s most 
epic rock climbing.
 For something less active, a stroll 
down Main Street is a must. Wander 
in and out of antique shops 
and clothing boutiques 
before settling in at one 
of the restaurant bars to 
have a pint of a local 
North Carolina 
beer from places like
 

Wicked Weed, Booneshine Brewing, 
and, a favorite, Blowing Rock Brewing 
Company.
 With Blowing Rock’s arts scene 
blowing up, a gallery crawl through 
town is ideal. Start at Edgewood 
Cottage at the end of Main Street 

where you’ll find free 
weekly art shows 
featuring a variety 
of High Country 
artists. Be sure to 
wander down the 
side streets where 
other smaller art gal-
leries are, as well.
    Unwind after a 
long day of hiking 
with a spa treatment 
at Westglow Resort & 
Spa. Choose from an 

array of menu treatments such as an 
aromatherapy massage. The best part 
of the spa, though, is its view. Relax in 

a lounge chair in the 
common area, which 

features an astounding, 
near 180-degree view of 
the Blue Ridge Moun-

tains—breathtaking 
during the fall  
color season.

EAT
High	Country	Boil	at	Rowland’s	at	
Westglow	Resort	&	Spa
This elevated take on a traditional Southern 
dish is easily one of Rowland’s best entrees on 
the menu. Featuring a tender grilled lobster tail 
and claw over a “high country boil” of soft, local 
red potatoes, shrimp, and clams with a buttery 
roasted squash cream and Old Bay aioli, this dish 
cannot be missed.

Habi	Mac	&	Cheese	at	Bistro	Roca
There are four signature mac & cheese options, but 
if you’re going to pick, opt for the Habi mac & cheese. 
This indulgent “side” dish is creamy and spicy due to 
the Habi (habanero) sauce drizzled atop crunchy pieces 
of bacon and onion and smooth cheese.

French	Toast	at	New	Public	House
Sure, dinner is fantastic here, too. But New Public 
House’s breakfast is simply outstanding. The per-
fectly grilled French toast is served with a slightly 
sweet anglaise and fresh berries and is excellent 
when coupled with a side of crispy bacon. 

Westglow Resort & Spa

New Public House

Pisgah Nationtal Forest
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CHARLOTTE
5431 MONROE RD.

704-568-7600

OUTLET CENTER
5419 MONROE RD.

980-505-8440 

HUNTERSVILLE
9715 A SAM FURR RD

704-896-9626

MATTHEWS
9405 E. INDEPENDENCE BLVD

704-708-4223

PINEVILLE
11523-D CAROLINA PLACE PKWY

704-527-5510

LIMITED TIME EVENT
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travel | mountains

Written by Katie Coleman

PRISTINE PRIMLAND
The woodland preserve in Meadows of Dan, Virginia, is celebrating an anniversary this year.

M ost people hear about Primland from other people who 
have experienced Primland. This Blue Ridge Mountain 
retreat is that special kind of place where, once you visit, 

you need to tell everyone about it simply so that you have an excuse 
to come back. The resort is the ultimate escape from the hustle and 
bustle of daily life—and only a quick two-hour drive from Charlotte. 

 Primland is celebrating the anniversary of The Lodge on 
August 29, ten years to the day that it opened. To celebrate,  
the resort staff is drawing inspiration from the original  
grand opening. As in 2009, guests can expect an abundance  
of local flowers and produce and specialty cocktails to  
complement the occasion.

The Lodge at Primland
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Geoff Groat 843.240.9530
5 BED | 4 FULL BATH | 2 PARTIAL BATH

$1,985,000

76 Sandy Ridge Loop

TRADITIONAL BEAUTY ON MARINA WITH ICW ACCESS | THE RESERVE | PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC

Lindy Mickle 843.532.7488
6 BED | 6 FULL BATH | 1 PARTIAL BATH

$2,950,000

549 Beach Bridge Road

LUXURY COASTAL HOME WITH STUNNING VIEWS  | PRINCE GEORGE | PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC

Perry Peace 843.241.1509
 6 BED | 7 FULL BATH | 1 PARTIAL BATH

$2,950,000

911 DeBordieu Boulevard

EXCEPTIONAL VIEWS AT MODERN BEACH HOME | DEBORDIEU COLONY | GEORGETOWN, SC

Carol Jayroe & Rhonda Bryant 843.240.4492 | 843.833.1502

$3,450,000

 7 BED | 7 FULL BATH | 2 PARTIAL BATH

727 Beach Bridge Road

MASTERFULLY CRAFTED OCEANFRONT GEM | PRINCE GEORGE | PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC

The Roper Group 843.450.8273
 5 BED | 6 FULL BATH | 2 PARTIAL BATH

$5,250,000

223 Pioneer  Loop

OCEANFRONT WONDER WITH PRIVATE POOL | DEBORDIEU COLONY | GEORGETOWN, SC

843.546.4176
 8 BED | 10 FULL BATH | 1 PARTIAL BATH

$5,250,000

420 Ocean Green Drive

MARVELOUS CREEKFRONT ESTATE WITH DOCK | DEBORDIEU COLONY | GEORGETOWN, SC

peacesir .com |  debordieu.com
OFFICES : 35 CAPERS WAY, PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC 29585 | 129 LUVAN BOULEVARD, GEORGETOWN, SC 29440
© MMXIX Sotheby's International Realty Affiliates LLC. All Rights Reserved. Sotheby's International Realty Affiliates LLC fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the
Equal Opportunity Act. Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated. Sotheby's International Realty and the Sotheby's International Realty logo are registered (or
unregistered) service marks licensed to Sotheby's International Realty Affiliates LLC. This material is based upon information which we consider reliable but because it has been
supplied by third parties, we cannot represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. This offering is subject to errors, omissions, and/or changes.

For those who seek an
exceptional life
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STAY	
The property has several lodging options, but the centerpiece 
is The Lodge. Keeping as much of the natural environment 
intact was a priority for the late Didier Primat, founder of 
Primland. Likewise, the stunning building is a testament to 
nature and conservation, with building materials locally sourced 
from barns and buildings and the roof constructed from recycled 
tires. The interior of the Great Hall of The Lodge is meant to 
evoke upscale comfort in a home away from home aesthetic. 
Guests will find twin stone fireplaces, familial details like board 
games, and aboriginal art curated by the owners.  
 Rooms in The Lodge take cues from the environment with 
live-edge and natural wood pieces, subtle earth tone accents, 
and natural stone in the bathrooms. The smallest option, the 
Mountain Room, ranges from 518 to 800 square feet. For the 
utmost in luxury, book the Pinnacle Suite. Located in The 
Lodge’s Observatory Tower, this 1,800-square-foot getaway 
includes a custom-designed spiral staircase to the bedroom 
loft and expansive views of the vistas beyond. 

DO
Starwalk
An observatory in an old grain silo is an 
unusual addition to a resort—but it’s an 
interesting way to cap off a day in the wil-
derness. A guided tour of the night sky, the 
Starwalk takes place every night at Primland, 
showing celestial bodies near and far. There’s 
no artificial light on-site, so even with the 
naked eye, you can’t beat the view.

RTV	Adventures
The best way to see the 12,000-acre 
property is to sign up for a Recreational 
Terrain Vehicle (RTV) off-road adven-

ture. All off-road tours are guided and 
can accommodate up to four passengers, 
and guests have the option of a one- or 
two-hour tour. Expect to cross streams and 
rock beds and stop at overlooks around the 
property, where on a clear day, guests can 
easily spot downtown Winston-Salem. 

Golf
Designed with a mountain location in 
mind, the Highland Course at Primland 
is a delight. The Audubon-certified eigh-

teen-hole course was 
designed by preeminent 
golf architect Donald Steel 
and is meant as a challenge 
for golfers of all levels. Golf 
Digest ranked the course 
as number twenty-eight on 
its list of top public courses 
in 2017–2018, and it was 
chosen by Golf magazine as 
the number two course in 
Virginia. 

Spa
The Spa at Primland takes cues from 
Native American influences and rituals of 
the lands the resort sits on, which were 

once home to eight tribes. The spa services 
pull from Native American figures and 
legends, as well as honored ingredients 
like blue corn, which is used in several of 
the spa’s body therapies and treatments. 
Guests will also notice more subtle touches, 
like traditional native music in the back-
ground. Services include massages, full-
body treatments, yoga, and meditation.

EAT
Primland houses three on-property eateries: 
19th Pub, Elements, and Stables Saloon. 
Open for breakfast and dinner, Elements is 
Primland’s upscale dining option and pulls 
from local flavors for its seasonal menus. 
(There’s also a by-reservation chef’s table 
that’s worth it to all foodies.) Get a dose 
of the property’s history with moonshine 
at 19th Pub, a more relaxed option with 
a cocktail menu that heavily features the 
spirit. And for a casual experience with tradi-
tional Southern food, drop by Stables Saloon, 
located on the second floor of Primland’s 
old horse stables. While staying on-site, 
Primland’s pig candy (thick-cut bacon coated 
in maple syrup and cayenne pepper) is a 
must-try—you can even get an order to go 
for the ride home.
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Cooper’s Hawk Tree House

The Lodge and Observatory at Primland
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CHRISTINE HOTHAM
NC & SC BROKER / REALTOR®, ASP®, SPS®

Diamond Level Sales Leader 2016 - 2018
Top Sales Leader - Ballantyne Office 2016 - 2018
Platinum Customer Service Award 2014-2018

704-607-2338
chotham@helenadamsrealty.com
christinehotham.com

H E L E N A D A M S R E A L T Y . C O M

BALLANTYNE | RANDOLPH RD. | LAKE NORMAN  |  FORT MILL

welcome home

MLS #3529615
14608 Rudolph Dadey Dr.
Ballantyne Country Club



 Pineville-Charlotte NC • 11735 Carolina Place Parkway • Phone 704.910.4045 • Mon - Sat 10 am - 7 pm  Sun noon - 6 pm

goodshomefurnishings.com  

Hickory NC • Hickory Furniture Mart • Phone 828.322.3471 • Mon - Sat 9 am - 6 pm  Closed Sunday

Famous Luxury Brands  •  Design Services Available  •  Special Orders  •  Custom Fabrics  •  Locally Owned & Operated

Unique Spaces
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In the foyer, the homeowner provides a beloved piece of collected art, which Keim 
placed over a chair she snagged at Slate Interiors. 
Right: Bluestone tile tips its hat at a more traditional vibe, but the whimsical fox 
painting from Shain Gallery adds a modern touch. Kelly Wearstler lamps sit perched 
atop a modern table from Gabby.



Interior Design by Beth Keim | Text by Anne Marie Ashley | Photography by Mekenzie Loli

ARCHITECTURAL GEM
INTERIOR DESIGNER BETH KEIM ELEVATES A FRANK SMITH 

BEAUTY WITH ELEGANT BUT RUSTIC TOUCHES.
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Cozy and collected, the family room has heart. With art 
from the homeowner’s personal collection and Bernhardt 
chairs, it’s perfect for nurturing intimate conversation. 
A brick fireplace anchors the room, bathed in light 
and white colors. Case molding and ceiling details add 
interest, and a custom sofa from Lucy and Company is 
the perfect match with a fluffy Jaipur rug. A chandelier 
from Arteriors adds whitewash drama. 
Opposite: With a fresh coat of paint and a collection 
of larger accessories in similar colors, this niche takes on 
the role of a visual art piece. Keim and the homeowner 
agreed that they could forgo numerous frames and 
books and streamline the look instead.
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W
hen the new homeowners of this 
beautiful Eastover home off of 
Colville Road reached out to Lucy 
and Company owner Beth Keim for 
interior design, she was psyched to 
get started. “I knew which home it 

was as soon as they gave me the address,” Keim says. “I worked 
on the home next door, and I knew a home with this much 
character and architectural beauty would be a joy to work on.” 
 The home was architected by Frank Smith, and Keim’s clients 
had their eye on it for a very long time. 

 “We lived in the Myers Park area for over ten years, and we 
always thought this was one of the most stunning homes in 
Eastover,” the homeowner says. “We were looking for a home 
for our newly expanded family, and as luck and timing would 
have it, we heard through our agent that this home was going  
on the market.” The couple toured the home and were blown 
away by its undeniable beauty, but some restoration projects 
needed attention and there were ways they wanted to make  
this home their own. 
 “At the end of the day, we decided that this home, on this 
particular street, had scarcity value enough to go for it,” the 
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The blush sofa from Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams Outlet sits atop a sisal 
rug from Cotswold Marketplace layered with a smaller kilim rug Johnson 
purchased from Etsy – creating a soft moment in the room. A pair of Clarence 
House dragon pillows from Judy Brown at Cotswold Marketplace are perched 
on Johnson’s grandmother’s chairs with her coral secretary just beyond. 

homeowner says. “It’s funny how things work out—we have 
been avid fans of Frank Smith for some time and wanted to use 
him on one of the first homes we looked at—but it worked out 
for the absolute best in the end.”
 The goal was to intertwine the traditional with the modern 
in a way that truly highlights the quality craftsmanship and 
architecture. “The previous owner of the home was a designer, 

so the finishes were great, and she really chose things that could 
stand the test of time, and they did,” Keim says. “But it did need 
updating and repairing, and my client wanted to move away 
from the sentimental and antique and toward a more modern 
and comfortable vibe.”
 To start, Keim suggested painting all the walls soft-white—
something she’s shifted more and more toward since the 
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The study’s wallcovering is Farrow & 
Ball Stiffkey Blue.  The light fixture is 
Robert Abbey, and the upholstered 
pillows are Cowtan & Tout. 
Opposite: The L shape of pool mimics 
the foundation of the home, which 
makes it a seamless transition from 
indoors to out.

downturn of the economy. “White is always my first choice, and 
with this home, I really felt like the soft-white walls would call 
attention to the beautiful ceilings, moldings, large windows, 
and the cabinetry that already existed,” Keim explains. “Back 
in the day, I was all about a different color for every room, 
pattern on pattern, but when the downturn happened, I was so 
stressed about just trying to keep my business afloat, that in 

Left: The kitchen remained mostly untouched in the renovation process 
but was designed to be much brighter and whiter. The homeowner 
picked out a marble backsplash, and Keim designed a larger island and 
removed some cabinets. Two pendant lights designed by Kelly Wearstler 
add some punch while a Mason jar painting from Shain Gallery adds a 
rustic touch. 
Right: This bar/butler’s pantry is cool, calm, and collected with hardware 
from Bird Decorative Hardware and Bath and Addison Weeks. Chic but 
comfortable, it’s a hidden gem—just like the home.  
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my home, white walls and simple design calmed me. Since 
then, I’ve found it to be one of the best bases to start from. 
Plus, I am an art lover—married to one—and soft-white is the 
best complement for art.” 
 Keim’s vision for the home, one she saw immediately upon 
walking through the door, was relaxed elegance with a few 
rustic touches. The vision included a deliberate mix of traditional 

and modern. “I really like the overall design of a home to be 
simple and mostly neutral,” she says. “But then, I like to have 
cursory rooms like the dining room or powder room or a 
scullery to have a big design impact with bold colors or paper.” 
For example, the powder room adds a punch of color, though 
it was one room that Keim didn’t touch much. The dark-blue 
lacquer was done by the previous owner, and the homeowner 
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added the art. “Lacquer is such a difficult and labor-intensive process 
that I wouldn’t dare change a really beautiful lacquer job like this 
powder room. We just elevated it a little.”
 Keim uses layers and texture to bring a simple and neutral palette 
to the next level and heighten the overall aesthetic while still keeping 
it calming. The dining room, as an example, wows with a high contrast 
Windy O’Connor grasscloth wallpaper in a bold design but is grounded 

Left and Right: The perfect mix of traditional and modern, the 
dining room offers both the punch that Keim loves and the 
neutrals the homeowner wanted. Designer grasscloth wallpaper by 
Windy O’Conner is a modern twist on a traditional material, making 
for an idyllic marriage with the homeowner’s own antique table 
and buffet. Custom leather chairs from Lucy and Company add a 
contemporary pop, and chandeliers from Noir add instant glamour.
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with the client’s traditional table and console in rich mahogany 
and a traditional chandelier over the table. “Even the formal 
living room is an ideal mix of relaxed and comfortable,” Keim 
says. “I chose two large velvet sofas and mixed them with odd 
end tables and a large traditional armoire. The room itself has a 
very traditional feel, but we modernized it with the furnishings.” 
Keim adds that the key to good design is quality pieces and 
investing in larger items that won’t tire, including (and 
especially) art and lighting. 
 “I am forever urging my clients to splurge on these two 
features because they really do complete a room. Art is the very 
last thing I install in a home.” Luckily, Keim’s client in this home 
adores art as much as she does, so choosing pieces was fun and 
easy. Keim’s husband, Keith Keim, created the art in the client’s 
office above the Eames chair, and most of the remaining pieces 
came from Shain Gallery in Charlotte—nearly all of which lend 
a modern, whimsical feel to each room, including the kitchen. 
“The kitchen was already really tasteful, and the architectural 
details were incredible,” Keim says. “We just wanted to update 
it a little and make it brighter.” The kitchen remained mostly 
untouched in the renovation process but was designed to be 
much cleaner and whiter. The homeowner picked out a marble 
backsplash, and Keim designed a larger island and removed 
some cabinets. Two black and brass pendant lights designed by 
Kelly Wearstler make a statement while a Mason jar painting 
from Shain Gallery adds a rustic touch.
 “I’m a huge lover of art, architecture, fashion, and decor,” the 
homeowner says. “I could never name just one influence, but 
I will say that we get our taste for classic architecture, vintage 
rugs, and antiques from our Virginian roots. You have to have 
at least a few pieces in your home with authentic age, or it feels 
too new, lacking character.”u

Top: Keim’s husband, Keith Keim, painted the piece that hangs in the 
moody office over the iconic Eames chair purchased through Design 
Within Reach. An Arteriors floor lamp provides just enough reading 
light, and the rug from Slate Interiors adds a cozy touch. A side table 
from Made Goods is the perfect perch for books and coffee. The walls 
are painted in Benjamin Moore Iron Mountain. 
Bottom: The powder room adds a punch of color in a mostly neutral 
home with dark-blue lacquer that was done by the previous owner. 
Human form artwork is from the owner’s personal collection. 
Opposite: Blue custom sofas from Lucy and Company anchor the 
living room while a fluffy Surya rug provides comfort underfoot. Art 
from the Shain Gallery overtop the fireplace is a conversation starter, 
as is the intricate chandelier overhead—an heirloom piece of the 
homeowner’s. The perfect-sized coffee table was repurposed from 
the homeowner’s collection. 
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One of the homeowner’s favorite pieces is the Venice dining 
table from Bourgeois’ furniture line, Bourgeoisie, Inc. 
“It’s a stunning and classic piece,” the homeowner says. 
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Architecture and Design by Emily Bourgeois | Text by Blake Miller | Photography by Dustin Peck

CENTER STAGE
DESIGNER EMILY BOURGEOIS LOOKED TO 

THE LOWCOUNTRY LANDSCAPE FOR INSPIRATION 
BEHIND A SOUTH CAROLINA BEACH HOME. 
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Caption

A trait of Palladian architecture is that everything is designed on the axis and, 
in this case, allows for views from every angle. At the top of the stairs, one can 
look left or right down the hallway to outdoor views, as well as to the front 
and back. This particular vignette leads to the master bedroom and features a 
lovely nail-head trim door designed by Bourgeois. 
Opposite: As avid entertainers, the homeowners wanted their home to feel 
welcoming and comfortable. Located on the ground level, the entryway 
welcomes guests as they enter the home from the side and provides an 
elegant yet warm invitation.
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W
hen Emily Bourgeois was approach- 
ed by her good friends to design 
their home in DeBordieu, South  
Carolina—a sleepy, private com-
munity just south of Pawleys 
Island—she was elated. The soon-

to-be clients were the architectural designer’s dear friends, and 
this was their first foray into building a home from the ground 

up. “I was flattered that they had chosen me to design their new 
home,” she says.
 The lot the couple had chosen was breathtaking. So much so 
that the moment the couple saw the piece of land, they bought it 
the same day. “We just knew this was where we needed to build 
our beach home,” the homeowner says. The lot overlooks a golf 
course with a large pond in the forefront. Towering oak trees 
strewn with lazy Spanish moss provide shade from the powerful 
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Carolina sun. But it was the view of the grassy fairway coupled 
with the glassy pond that both the homeowners and Bourgeois 
knew had to be the focal point of the home. “The water, sun, sky, 
trees, everything about nature and being down there inspired 
the design of this home,” the homeowner says. “The inside 
wasn’t the story. The house had to lend itself to being where you 
saw the beauty of nature. That’s what guided the design.”
 With that in mind, Bourgeois set to work designing a home  
that allowed for views from just about every inch of the home. 
Though the couple wanted something a touch more modern,  
Bourgeois looked to traditional Palladian architecture, which 

features symmetry and graceful, understated decorative details. 
“They both appreciate the beauty of classicism, while truly loving 
the clean lines of modern architecture,” she explains. “We wanted 
the house to reference both. We used four main elements to tie the 
house to the past: a strong base and water table made of tabby, an 
exaggerated main floor with oversized windows, a minimized top 
floor with clipped walls and short windows high on the wall, and a 
floor plan driven by axis. The house even has a point inside where 
you can see outside on axis in all four directions.”
 The homeowners were laissez-faire about the process, letting 
Bourgeois take the lead on the architecture to design a home 
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that took advantage of every possible view the structure would 
allow. “Once we had this in place, the owners were free to play with 
minimalism and modernism in furnishings and palette,” Bourgeois 
says. “The homeowner is a master at this and has an incredible eye 
for interiors. She is not afraid to be a little edgy but she always 
uses shapes familiar throughout history. She is never trendy or 
gimmicky. With that tether, her rooms are always mysteriously 
soothing and inviting.”
 “I really wanted the home to be one where you don’t walk in and 
say, ‘Oh, I love your sofa!’ but rather, ‘Oh my gosh, your view is 
amazing,” the homeowner says. “I really let Emily’s architectural 

Left: The kitchen needed to be congruent with the living area, so 
Bourgeois kept the finishes and cabinetry minimal and neutral. The 
concrete counters by Charlotte-based Mudwerk, Inc. complemented 
the character-grade white-oak floors finished by David Purser of 
Charlotte, resulting in a subtle and inviting gathering place. 
Right: To keep the home as clean as possible to allow the view to play 
center stage, Bourgeois created a scullery off the kitchen to house 
things such as larger appliances and a kitchen sink so that the main 
kitchen area is cleaner, less crowded, and serves more as an extension 
of the living room.
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“IT WAS REALLY ABOUT 
LETTING NATURE PLAY
 CENTER STAGE FROM 
THE VERY BEGINNING.” 

— EMILY BOURGEOI

Opposite: For the homeowners, it was all about the views. This meant 
keeping the interiors understated and neutral so your eye is drawn to 
the outside when you walk into every room. 
Top: Bourgeois chose the Kathryn sink by Kohler for this upstairs powder 
room because of its clean lines.
Bottom: Three paintings by artist Stuart Coleman Budd hang above the 
custom-designed master bedroom headboard. “Everything was pretty 
much custom in the home,” the homeowner says, “which, I think, is 
what makes everything feel more meaningful. It was all designed with 
purpose just for this home.”
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details inspire the rest of the interiors. They’re so beautiful that I didn’t 
want to overpower them.” Swooping lines frame various areas, such as 
the range in the kitchen, so as to blend seamlessly with the adjacent living 
room. A hidden scullery hides the everyday appliances so the kitchen feels 
less utilitarian and more like an extension of the living room. At the top of 
the stairs, there are views in every direction, including down the hallway to 
the master bedroom where Bourgeois added a nail-head trim door to draw 
your eye through to the vista beyond. 
 Letting the views dictate the design, or, at the very least, inspire it, 
allowed Bourgeois to utilize Palladian architecture’s signature design 
elements to enhance the experience one has throughout the home. “It was 
really about letting nature play center stage from the very beginning,” 
Bourgeois says. The homeowner adds, “The moment you walk in, you’re 
drawn right to the outside. It’s really breathtaking.”u

Opposite: The homeowner desired an oversized 
soaking tub, which became one of the focal 
points of the master bathroom. 
Right: Nearly every possible seating area in the 
home is afforded a view, including this vanity in 
the master bathroom.
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LIGHTING:  WESTPORT PINEAPPLE LAMP | Old World Design
HEADBOARD: FERNCLIFF TUFTED QUEEN | Best Seat Upholstery
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IS VITAL TO EVERY ROOM.
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TWO DESIGNING WOMEN 
TRANSFORM A SHOWHOUSE INTO A 

FORT MILL SHOWSTOPPER.

TIMELESS 
APPEAL    

Top-of-the-line kitchen appliances keep the look sleek and tailored. The Dura Supreme 
Silverton cabinets in a lovely shade of latte are by Walker Woodworking. Antique brass 
fixtures are by Newport Brass with cabinet hardware by Restoration Hardware. 



Design and Build by Mary Ludemann | Interior Design by Vicky Serany | Text by Laura Palka | Photography by Brie Williams
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Working at home might be preferred in this handsome 
study. Custom-built cabinetry painted Outerspace by 
Sherwin-Williams creates a large focal point. The Homer 
desk is by Vanguard Furniture.
Opposite: Crisp white wainscoting adds a welcoming touch 
and is the perfect way to style the expansive walls of a two-
story foyer. A plush, low-profile upholstered bench from Lee 
Industries wows in Botswana Onyx animal print fabric.
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W
ho doesn’t love when a chance 
meeting leads to an amazing 
creative collaboration? In this case, 
it was a festive street party less than 
two years ago at the Southern Living 
Home Summit in New Orleans 

that brought together Cary, North Carolina–based designer 
Vicky Serany, founder and principal of Southern Studio Interior 
Design, and custom home builder Mary Ludemann of New Old.  
“We immediately connected and spent the evening discussing 
building and design as we followed a band marching through the 
French Quarter,” Serany recalls with a smile.
 Fast forward to the fall of 2018, and the pair were in Fort Mill, 
South Carolina, along with Ludemann’s husband and business 
partner, Troy, visiting the site and reviewing plans for what 
would become The Bramble, Charlotte area’s first Southern 
Living Inspired Community, and the 4,200-square-foot Burnham 
show home. “Troy is a developer and had been wanting to do an 
intimate, high-end development for some time, he had just been 
waiting for the right location to come along,” Ludemann says. 
 Both firms are known for their casually sophisticated, livable 
designs. Their goal in this home was to push the limits of design and 

showcase some new ideas while still creating realistic spaces. “Our 
buyers want right-sized rooms, not a bunch of cavernous spaces,” 
Ludemann says. “They want each room to be thoughtfully planned 
for the type of living that will go on in that space.” 
 One look at the result and it’s clear that this team—with an 
assist from dozens of participating artisans and vendors—hit 
the sweet spot of what gracious living and entertaining in 
the South looks and feels like heading into the next decade: 
luxe functionality. While the ubiquitous modern farmhouse 
remains popular, it is quickly evolving and incorporating other 
architectural styles like craftsman and European. 
 Buyers still request shiplap, but here it’s mixed with bold 
stone accent walls and modern geometric-print wallcoverings. 
There’s also less gray and more jewel tones—a trend Serany 
predicted last year. “We used a warm textural palette with the 
added drama of the emerald-green color in the main living areas. 
We saw a lot of emerald green during our visit to the furniture 
market in High Point and decided it was time to bring this fresh 
perspective to life,” Serany says.
 The key starting point was a fabric by Thibaut called 
Mitford—a lively combination of greens, black, and cream that 
was used for the window treatments and worked to bring nature 
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indoors. Wallcoverings in smaller spaces like the pantry, 
laundry, and powder room complement this bold pattern. 
A pair of swoon-worthy emerald-green velvet sofas by Lee 
Industries anchor the living room, while a soaring stone 
wall crafted of thin-cut Tennessee Fieldstone by General 
Shale serves as the perfect backdrop for a conversation 
around the fireplace. 
 An open floor plan means all eyes can focus on the 
dramatic kitchen and its eight-foot-wide custom matte, black 
metal hood with bronze strapping. Serany’s Southern Studio 
team designed the range wall, and New Old enlisted Modern-

Aire Ventilating to fabricate it. “It took eight men to lift and 
install the hood, and let’s just say it was nail-biting to watch,” 
Serany admits. The black and antique brass finishes extend 
to the lighting, fixtures, and hardware. The island, combining 
custom cabinetry by Walker Woodworking and a waterfall 
countertop of hand-cut honed Bianco Avion marble, provides plenty 
of prep space and comfortable seating. Black cowhide counter stools 
bring in rich texture. Two oversized Hollis Lanterns by Hudson 
Valley Lighting tie the space together, while a backsplash of white 
arabesque-patterned tile adds shine and pattern.
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Left: The reclaimed wood Life Table from The Old Wood Co. features 
hand-forged metal branches as the base. “We love a round table for easy 
conversation,” designer Vicky Serany says. A long console ingeniously nests 
two smaller tables on wheels that can be moved anywhere in the room for 
additional serving and entertaining. The Petal mirror by Regina Andrew is 
paired with vintage green plates for a fun, informal wall design.
Right: Vaulted ceilings, natural light, and a thin six-arm Sawyer Chandelier by 
Hudson Valley lend an airy feel to the living room. The full stone wall—in lieu 
of brick—gives the room showstopper status. The limestone cast fireplace 
surround is by The Precast Lady, and the firebox is by Isokern.

 Just off the kitchen is every well-appointed home’s best-kept 
secret: a scullery. A British staple made famous by shows like 
Downton Abbey, this workhorse is making a twenty-first-century 
comeback. Large windows and light countertops by Silestone 
keep it bright, while the cozy feel comes from the stone-to-
ceiling backsplash, graphite-toned cabinetry, and black and 
white porcelain flooring by Tile Collection. A twenty-four-inch 
under-counter beverage center by Sub-Zero frees up space in the 
main kitchen, and a thirty-inch Whitehaven Farmhouse sink by 
Kohler handles any party cleanup and other behind-the-scenes 
tasks. Custom shelving in the walk-in pantry, designed by 
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IMPACT Design Resources and stocked by Williams Sonoma, 
surprises with hanging storage space for kitchen linens, 
while the laundry room incorporates a built-in dog bed 
underneath a handy desk that doubles as a folding station. 
 In the master bath, more beautiful details abound, 
seamlessly blending old and new. A shapely, freestanding 
soaking tub gets a vintage vibe when paired with a floor-
mount tub filler in champagne bronze. A combination of 
shiplap and gleaming white tile on the walls and shower 
extends to the ceiling and provides interest and texture 

Opposite: Baker Weave wallcovering by Thibaut adds just the right hint of 
green to the powder room, while Venetian Bronze fixtures from Brizo pair 
beautifully with the extra-wide vanity from Restoration Hardware and luxe 
white countertop by Silestone in Classic Calacatta in a suede finish.
Top Left: The scullery stuns with its mix of textures and bold flooring. A 
smaller Whitehaven farmhouse sink by Kohler echoes a larger one in the 
main kitchen. A champagne-bronze Trinsic faucet by Delta ties in with aged 
brass cabinet hardware from Restoration Hardware. Sculptural artwork and a 
painting add color and play off the glass bottles throughout the home.
Top Right: The mudroom proves that a much-used space can be both 
functional and uncluttered, with an assist from a custom sawn-oak 
storage bench and floating shelves in a Rubio Havanna finish by Walker 
Woodworking. The cushion fabric, Parada by Thibaut, perfectly pulls in the 
black and green accent colors. 
Bottom Left:  A cheery laundry room is always on trend, especially with this 
fun Hillcock wallcovering by Thibaut. The black and white tile—Palazzo 
Deco Florentina in Castle Graphite from Tile Collection—continues from the 
mudroom and scullery. The washer and dryer are by Electrolux.
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without a lot of color. The charcoal-hued porcelain tile flooring offers 
a rich contrast. Serany found the wooden chair, which doubles 
as a towel holder, during a recent shopping trip to the Brimfield, 
Massachusetts Antique Flea Market. 
 An upstairs guest bath stuns with its sleek pharmacy-style black 
vanity by Restoration Hardware and a striking abstract wallcovering 
called Metal Stars by abstract artist Windy O’Connor. Her original 
pattern continues into the bedroom on textiles for pillows and  
window treatments. 
 It’s details like these that are meant to inspire, yet still be 
accessible—things people can take away and incorporate into their 
own homes. “This home is a style that begs for you to take your shoes 
off, come in, and enjoy. I think people really like the juxtaposition of the 
space,” Ludemann says. “Kind of like the oxymoron of New Old—it’s the 
balance achieved in the differences.”u

Opposite: This modern-glam guest bathroom beckons you to come 
in and take a closer look. The whimsical textile pattern Metal Stars, 
created by artist Windy O’Connor, influenced the adjacent guest 
bedroom design as well. 
Above: A tranquil guest bedroom painted Silver Strand by Sherwin-
Williams takes its color cues from the adjoining bath with pillows 
and window treatments in fabric designed by abstract artist Windy 
O’Connor. The bedding is from Pine Cone Hill.
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K itchens and bathrooms are two of the most utilized areas 
of the home. Long considered the “heart of the home,” the 
kitchen functions for meal prep, cooking, entertaining, 

family gathering, and completing homework. Today’s bathrooms 
meet more than just the basic needs; they can also be a sanctuary, 
where a long tub soak can restore peace and harmony. With the 
increasing demands on these spaces, the need for functional—as 
well as beautiful—design is a necessity. Custom cabinetry is the 
perfect solution, providing the ability to create designs that fit each 
unique space while maximizing storage capacity with personalized 
flair. Features such as layout and configuration, door style, color, 
and finish can be tailored to the homeowner’s specific tastes.

 Anna Wilder, owner of DesignLoft, says customizations are 
only limited by space and budget. The company works with a 
variety of high-end manufacturers to accommodate every client’s 
needs at different price points and varying levels of customiza-
tion. Color and finish are two of the most popular customization 
options offered to their clients. While each of their cabinet lines 
features multiple standard colors, custom color matching from 
any paint sample is available, and finishes come in matte, semi-
gloss, high-gloss, or glazed. One cabinet line even offers a “velvet” 
finish with a unique texturized feel.
 Securing an expert in the industry who can build on your vision 
with design experience and high-quality product lines is the most 

Featured Advertiser EditorialIMPROVEMENTS

Home design gets personal with custom cabinetry.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow
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important step in making the space your own. “There are con-
stantly new innovations in the kitchen and bath industry that our 
designers are always up to date on, as well as the latest trends 
in color and finish. Continuing education through the National 
Kitchen & Bath Association is just one way our designers stay 
informed. Although we focus on kitchens and baths, it is import-
ant to note that their knowledge also applies to other rooms where 

custom cabinetry is used, such 
as a bar area, laundry, mud, and 
family rooms,” Wilder says.  
“I equate it to going to a  
specialist rather than your 
general practitioner.” 
     When considering custom 
cabinetry, the word “custom” 
literally means made-to-order  
for a particular client. Home-
owners should do their 
homework, familiarizing them-
selves with product lines and 

understanding precisely what they’re getting for the money.  
“DesignLoft specializes in meeting our customers wherever they 
are in the process, whether they’re just getting started or are 
working with a set of plans. We strive always to create a space 
that gives the client everything they are looking for and func-
tions to meet their family dynamics. Our goal is to truly provide a 
custom experience and product for our clients.”u

For more information, call DESIGNLOFT at 704-339-0222 
or visit DESIGNLOFTCABINETS.COM.

“DESIGNLOFT 
SPECIALIZES IN 
MEETING OUR 
CUSTOMERS 
WHEREVER 
THEY ARE IN 
THE PROCESS.” 
—ANNA WILDER
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The cascading fixture in the foyer welcomes guests into 
your home. That organic chandelier induces lively dinner 
conversation. Those sleek but subtle spotlights transform 

your fireplace or artwork into the focal point you imagined. The 
master bath’s well-placed ceiling lights and wall sconces provide 
not only a healthy dose of style but also the perfect amount of 
illumination to help you “face” your day.
 Of course, we’re talking about lighting, where form and 
function meet style and sophistication in a single element that 
can make or break the entire home design.
 “Unfortunately, lighting is often undervalued by builders and 
designers, being the last detail considered when, quite frankly, it 

is the first thing people notice when they walk into your home,” 
Liza Branch says, owner of Modern Lighting Design Store.
 Lighting is a crucial building block in home design, perform-
ing a host of important duties such as providing illumination, 
creating ambiance, personalizing the decor, and accenting other 
decorative or architectural features. Because lighting does so 
much heavy lifting, the selection of fixtures shouldn’t be left to 
last-minute decisions but approached with careful consideration, 
keeping the functionality and the homeowner’s tastes at the fore-
front. “Don’t wait until you’ve blown your budget on flooring, 
bathroom tile, and plumbing fixtures to think about your lights,” 
Branch says.

Featured Advertiser EditorialDECORATING

Make lighting a priority in your home design.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow

LET YOUR LIGHT SHINE

Architect: Mara Ludwig Design, LLC
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 After eighteen years in the business, Modern 
Lighting has helped countless homeowners navigate 
the often overwhelming world of lighting, offering 
them timeless pieces to fit every budget. “Frequently, 
we help customers who have realized their mistake 
in shopping online. These products often turn out to 
be overpriced knockoffs and sub-par substitutes that 
don’t offer the beauty, durability, or functionality of 
a higher-end piece. They simply won’t stand the test 
of time,” Branch says. “On top of that, it’s virtually 
impossible to select the correct sizes and types of 
lighting needed in your particular space from an 
internet thumbnail.”
 This is where the expertise and initial one-on-
one consultations (offered either on-site or in the 
showroom) with a local retailer like Modern Lighting 
is key, enabling clients to see fixtures in person and 
gauge their size and finish. Branch curates her col-
lection to ensure customers always have peace of 
mind in their purchasing decisions. The Modern 
Lighting team regularly travels to lighting shows 

and maintains a close working relationship with 
the manufacturers, which enables them to provide 
quick, responsive, and transparent customer 
service while remaining on the forefront of the 
latest trends.
 Modern Lighting provides the most extensive 
selection of lighting styles in the Carolinas, with ex-
clusive lines otherwise found only in Atlanta or New 
York. With more than fifty manufacturers carried, 
Branch thoughtfully chooses which ones she features 
in her selection and has eliminated all non-value-
driven lines, so customers can rest assured each 
product provides top-of-the-line quality.
 “Our physical footprint may be small, but our 
selection is vast,” Branch says. “We are constantly 
putting up new items and styles, and our customers 
are blown away by the opportunities to discover 
another favorite piece with each visit.”u

For more information, contact MODERN LIGHTING DESIGN STORE at 
704-332-0109 or visit MODERNLIGHTINGDESIGN.COM.

“LIGHTING IS THE FIRST 
THING PEOPLE NOTICE 
WHEN THEY WALK INTO 
YOUR HOME.”
—LIZA BRANCH
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Countertops. Walls. Floors. Ceilings. Tabletops. The 
home’s many surfaces are an integral part of architecture 
and design, not just for their beauty but also for their 

functionality. With these surfaces facing the everyday wear-and-
tear of foot traffic, food prep, and hygiene rituals, it’s important 
that they also are durable and low maintenance. 
 Cosentino specializes in collaborating with customers to 
create high-value, innovative surfaces that add beauty and brawn 
for a variety of applications. Their Silestone, Dekton, Sensa, and 
Natural Stone lines are the perfect solution for homeowners and 
designers looking to add style and substance with their surfaces.
 The Dekton line, available in thicknesses from 4 mm to 30 
mm, is created through a sophisticated, innovative process that 
results in zero porosity and ultra-compaction, making it highly 

resistant to the elements with the size, lightness, and strength 
for an array of applications. Available in nearly sixty colors from 
nine collections, homeowners are sure to find the perfect hue for 
any home project. 
 “Our amazing countertop and wall cladding products go 
beyond traditional residential use to also include extended appli-
cations such as commercial, cabinetry doors, indoor and outdoor 
furniture tops, and fire surrounds, to name a few,” Rudi Bruno, 
general manager of the Charlotte Cosentino Center, says. “Our 
newest addition, the Dekton Slim line, has brought an even 
greater depth to our offerings with the highest standards of 
quality and durability in an ultra-thin construction.”
 The Dekton Slim’s 4-mm thickness makes it extremely adapt-
able, offering homeowners and designers an unlimited amount 

ON THE 
SURFACE

Featured Advertiser EditorialIMPROVEMENTS

Cosentino’s new line is slim 
in stature, big on impact.

Written by Brandy Woods Snow
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of design implementations from a single product. Because it’s 
offered in a large, cut-to-size format with slabs measuring up to 
126 inches by 56 inches, homeowners will find their surfaces 
more hygienic because of the need for fewer joints. Currently 
available in a broad palette of colors from Dekton’s natural and 
solid collections, homeowners can select surfaces that speak to 
their home’s personality, ones that blend seamlessly with their 
aesthetic, or bolder options that inspire 
conversation. The amount of customi-
zation offered by Dekton Slim ensures 
each application will be a uniquely  
beautiful and durable choice.
 Because of its moisture- and stain- 
resistant properties, Dekton Slim is the 
ideal product for use in bathroom and 
kitchen applications. In bathrooms, 
where excessive humidity and exposure to household chemicals 
are certain, Dekton Slim offers the resilience needed to maintain 
a healthy, clean, and beautiful space—all with no more maintenance 
than a soft, wet cloth! Likewise, in the kitchen, where cleanliness 

and durability are an absolute necessity, Dekton Slim features 
low porosity and liquid absorption rates as well as a resistance to 
scratches, stains, and heat damage. 
 “High-traffic and day-to-day use are no match for Dekton 
Slim. Homeowners love the freedom of being able to live in their 
home without the burden of high maintenance routines and 
upkeep,” Bruno says. “An additional advantage touted by our cus-

tomers is the significant cost savings of going 
with a product line like Dekton Slim, which, 
because of its ultra-thin construction, gener-
ally results in less quantity of product needed 
in installations.”
     And for those looking to spice up other 
areas in their home, Dekton Slim’s ease 
of fabrication allows for its innovative 
use in cabinetry and furniture, featur-

ing doors and tabletops that withstand household traffic and 
abuse without bumps, scratches, and stains. 
  “With Dekton Slim, our customers’ dreams are limitless,”  
Bruno says.u

For more information, call the CHARLOTTE COSENTINO CENTER at 704-504-1538 
or visit COSENTINO.COM.

“HIGH-TRAFFIC AND 
DAY-TO-DAY USE 
ARE NO MATCH 
FOR DEKTON SLIM.” 
—RUDI BRUNO
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CONTRIBUTOR | SOUL FOOD Featured Advertiser Editorial

If your home is anything like mine, you can 
set the dining table as nicely as you want, but 
people are still going to gather in the kitchen. 

Sure, a formal dining room has its perks, but put a cheese board 
out with some wine on the island, and you’ll have a hard time 
getting anyone to sit down.
 The kitchen is a place of comfort and conversation. You associ-
ate words like “cozy” and “warm” with it, even in summertime, 
oddly enough. When people say, “It smells like home,” they 
are likely tapping into a childhood memory of something good 
cooking in their kitchen—something they love, like chocolate 
chip cookies, meatballs and marinara, or a slow-cooked curry.
 For me, it’s a toss-up between fried chicken and fried okra.
 Not so long ago, homes were built with kitchens in the back. 
They were a place of utility, hidden away from places of con-
gregation. The open floor plans that began to emerge in the ’50s 
became popular for several reasons, but one of the biggest was 
our innate desire to tear down the wall between where our food 
is made and where we enjoy it. 
 Now, kitchens are the heart of most homes, a working  
centerpiece that may showcase the homeowner’s personal style 

and core values more than any other room. And it’s not just the 
design elements that do the talking. It’s the little things, too, like 
which cookbooks are stacked on the counter, which knickknacks 
are kept within arm’s reach.

 I can’t share my own kitchen with as many people as I’d like, 
but I can in our restaurants. Sure, there is a showbiz aspect to 

an open kitchen, but that’s not why I built them that 
way. I always want our guests to feel connected to the 
kitchen and the people who are cooking their meals 
like they would in a home. And vice versa; it’s import-
ant for our cooks to see the faces of people for whom 
they’ve prepared a meal.
     My newest restaurant, Noble Smoke, was also 
built with this in mind. A wide-open kitchen is visible 
from three sides, so people can see the barbecue being 
chopped and sliced, the side dishes being cooked, and 
the fish being grilled. Behind that is the smokehouse, 
home to six custom-built offset smokers and two  
traditional Carolina masonry pits. Guests will be able to 
peer inside through enormous windows, but they’ll also 
be able to request tours. And I hope they do, so we can 
share everything we’ve learned about cooking barbecue.
     It will be a little warmer here than a home kitchen, 
but it’s still worth it, in my opinion.u

KITCHEN 
COMFORT
By Jim Noble

CHEF JIM NOBLE is the executive chef and owner of NOBLE FOOD & PURSUITS. NOBLE SMOKE and BOSSY BEULAH’S are set to open later this year.
For more information, visit NOBLEFOODANDPURSUITS.COM.

“KITCHENS ARE THE HEART 
OF MOST HOMES.”
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2502 Dunavant Street in South End, Charlotte, NC 28203
704-332-5454 | crazyjanesinc.com

Sophisticated, fashionable yet comfortable interiors with YOU in mind  •  Modern and Transitional designs for your home or office  
•  Fabrics, custom upholstered furniture, custom drapery and window shades, lighting,rugs, bed linens, case goods, original artwork, 

reupholstery, pillows and accessories  •  No design fees with purchase  •  Free local delivery  •  Day and evening appointments available

Thank you for 23 years in business!

Simply the Best...

See our work on the Dilworth Home Tour 
Sept. 14-15 at 1641 Dilworth Rd. West
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CONTRIBUTOR | ROOM SERVICE Featured Advertiser Editorial

A great foyer sets the tone for the home, 
giving guests a glimpse into your style and a 
little preview of what’s to come.

Like a powder room, it’s a space where you want to go all out.  I love  
a little foyer drama, welcoming you, beckoning you to come on in.
 When designing a foyer, don’t hold back. Creating a “moment” is 
one of my favorite things to do. I love to layer, layer, layer. The first 
thing I generally choose to do is the accent wall. Pulling from the style 
and feel of the entire first floor, I start with a textured wall, which can 
be anything: wallpaper, big art, an applied wood technique, a mural, or 
even a rock. Once that element is in place, the direction can go in many 
ways—an accent console or chest, maybe a grouping of vases and acces-
sories on a round table, an interesting sculpture or chair.
 Some key elements are lighting, art, or a dramatic mirror. Along 
with a killer chandelier, you can incorporate a table lamp or

a wall sconce—the more artistic, the better. Use dimmers
(in the entire house). Layer in art, and do not be afraid to 
hang a busy wallpaper. I so often hear, “How do I put art 
on that paper?” There is no rule, but I tend to use like 
colors, and I always like my art oversized or stacked against 
each other.  
 To style a console, stack books, cluster vases, and add fresh 
flowers. And do not ignore the space underneath the console—
stools, sculptures, baskets, and ottomans are all good items to 
place underneath.
 I find that the biggest mistake people make is choosing the 
wrong front door area rug. Watch out for the “postage stamp” 
size rug. Go as big as you can and, if you’re able to, create a 
custom rug to follow the lines of the area. 
 Create that entrance moment with special pieces; hunt for them, 
layer them, and use light to illuminate them ever so softly.u

MAKING AN ENTRANCE
By Beth Keim
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BETH KEIM is the owner of LUCY AND COMPANY, a full-service interior design firm located at 2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213. For more 
information, visit LUCYANDCOMPANY.COM or call 704-342-6655.

“I LOVE A LITTLE FOYER 
DRAMA, WELCOMING 
YOU, BECKONING YOU 
TO COME ON IN.”



Furniture • Home Decor • Accessories
The Arboretum  •  3407 Pineville-Matthews Road  •  Charlotte, NC  •  704-377-2157



We offer:
Customized Shea plans on your homesite | Homesite preparation and/or demo of existing home

Modern Design Studio provides thousands of on-trend options
Home Warranty | Large plan portfolio | Fixed Pricing Contracts

Sales: Shea Group Services, LLC DBA Shea Realty (NC: C21630; SC: 10424). Construction by Shea Custom, LLC (NC: 68244; SC: G116078). � is is not an o� er of real estate for sale, or a solicitation of an o� er to buy, to 
residents of any state or province in which registration and other legal requirements have not been ful� lled. Trademarks are property of their respective owners. Equal Housing Opportunity.

Customized Shea plans on Your Homesite, from $400K to over $2 million
SheaCustom.com | 704.602.3333
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CONTRIBUTOR | HOME REMODELING Featured Advertiser Editorial

Kitchen and bathroom remodeling are two 
of the most popular home improvement 
projects for a variety of reasons. 

When done well, a newly remodeled kitchen or bathroom can 
add years of additional value and enjoyment. Because trends 
are always evolving and cycling, kitchens and bathrooms have 
become somewhat of a fashion industry. Working with a  

designer and remodeler who has been around long enough to see 
many trend cycles and keeps up with the latest improvements to 
kitchen and bath products can help guide your  
decision-making as you move forward with your renovation. 
 Keep in mind that how far you go with the total scope of work 
can have a significant impact on time and expense. We generally 
describe kitchen and bathroom projects in three main categories:

ROUTES TO 
RENOVATING
By Brad Little
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BRAD LITTLE is the president of CASE DESIGN/REMODELING of Charlotte. 
For more information, visit CASECHARLOTTE.COM or call 704-759-3920.

“WHEN DONE WELL, A NEWLY REMODELED KITCHEN OR BATHROOM 
CAN ADD YEARS OF ADDITIONAL VALUE AND ENJOYMENT.”
Cosmetic	Remodel
A cosmetic kitchen remodel generally means you have a space 
that looks dated, but the cabinetry and “bones” of the kitchen 
are in good condition. Just replacing the countertops, painting 
the cabinetry, and making improvements to the lighting can give 
you the look of a new space at half the cost of a full remodel. A 
cosmetic bathroom remodel usually means the plumbing fixtures 
and tile are still on trend and in good condition, but a change of paint 
colors, countertops, and lighting can refresh the space.

Pull-and-Replace	Remodel
A pull-and-replace kitchen remodel generally means your overall 
layout of the space works well, but the cabinetry needs to be 
replaced. When the layout and floor plan do not need to be 
changed, a pull-and-replace avoids the added expense of relo-
cating electrical, mechanical, and plumbing connections. It also 

eliminates the need for structural changes because walls don’t 
need to be modified or removed. In a pull-and-replace bathroom, 
all of the plumbing and electrical connections remain in the 
original location as well.

Full	Redesign	
A fully redesigned kitchen or bathroom means that you start 
with a clean slate! By having the freedom to reimagine the 
entire footprint of the main level of your home, and some-
times even expand the footprint, you can design and remodel 
without boundaries. Rather than worry about structural ob-
stacles in the beginning, the focus is on coming up with the 
best design. Then you work with an engineer and specialized 
trades to determine the feasibility for making it all work. In 
the end, you have a fully customized space that works for 
you, with no compromises!u
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arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT
Joedance Film Festival
Charlotte	Ballet	Center	for	Dance
August 1–August 3
joedance.org

Carolina Bohemian Jam
Rowan	County	Fairgrounds
August 16–August 18
carolinabohemianjam.com

The Historic Preservation 
Awards
Charlotte	Museum	of	History
August 22
charlottemuseum.org

Queen + Adam Lambert: 
The Rhapsody Tour
Spectrum	Center
August 23
spectrumcentercharlotte.com

Patton Oswalt Live
Knight	Theater
September 7
blumenthalarts.org

Immersed in Light: 
Studio Drift at the Mint
Mint	Museum	Uptown
September 21—April 26, 2020
mintmuseum.org

Wait Until Dark
Armour	Street	Theatre
September 26–October 13
davidsoncommunityplayers.org

Tchaikovsky’s Greatest Hits
Knight	Theater
September 27–September 29
charlottesymphony.org

INTRO 7

Hidell	Brooks
Through August 28
hidellbrooks.com

Hidell Brooks is thrilled to showcase the works of eleven artists in their group exhibi-
tion INTRO7. This exhibition provides the perfect platform to introduce artists to their 
collectors. Each artist included will be exhibiting a group of new work made specifically 
for INTRO7. Hidell Brooks represents regional and national artists while maintaining 
their original goal of exhibiting works of art by American artists who have rarely been 
shown in North Carolina.

Plumage
Lark	&	Key
August 1–September 27
larkandkey.com

Plumage is a celebration of our feathered friends and the wealth of color and pattern 
Mother Nature has provided them. A bird’s plumage performs multiple functions such 
as flight, protection, attraction, and elaborate courtship displays. Feathers have also 
long been used by humans as decoration and personal adornment, symbolizing fertil-
ity, abundance, power, and spiritual evolution in many cultures throughout history. 
Plumage features an enchanting array of mixed media artwork that explores birds, their 
beauty and charm, and the various aspects of their plumage. 

Ben Knight Laura Deems
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C E L E B R AT I N G  S U C C E S S

704.364.1700 |  COTTINGHAMCHALK.COM

We go above and beyond for our clients at Cottingham Chalk. 
Whether we’re helping you stage your home or answering a 
late-night phone call, we work right alongside you to get the very 
best results for you. Putting relationships first has set us apart in 
real estate for over 35 years. We take the time to celebrate your 
success because your milestones matter to us.

BRANDON LAWN

LEIGH C. CORSO

CECELIA 
MCNORRILL

REBA HATFIELD

BETH SHULL
CINDI HASTINGS TEAM

CHIP JETTON

BECKY MCGRATH

HAMPTON+LONG 
TEAM
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CHARLOTTE  RUG  GALLERY
A  GALLERY  OF  FINE  RUGS

VISIT OUR NEW LOCATION AT:
416 Providence Rd., Suite 1A, Charlotte NC 28207

www.CharlotteRugGallery.com

704-332-1717 Trades Considered, Cleaning, 
Restoration and Appraisal 
Services Available

5x9.2 (Antique Samarkand)

What you seek, is
seeking you...
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THE RICHARDS GROUP JOB #: SZF19 028127 CLIENT: Sub-Zero AD: “Gratifying” 
TRIM: 8.375" x 10.8125" LIVE: 7.375" x 9.8125" BLEED: 8.875" x 11.3125" 
LS/COLORS: 133/ CMYK PUB: Home Design Decor INSERTION DATE: August/Sept. 2019
FOR QUESTIONS CALL: Kollette Greene 214-891-2947

Like the most gratifying meals, the Sub-Zero, Wolf,  
and Cove showroom appeals to all of the senses.

Taste, touch, and see the true potential for your kitchen. From appliance test-drives to  

chef-led demos, we invite you to explore our products with all of your senses engaged.

Charlotte • 127 West Worthington Avenue, Suite 180, Charlotte, NC 28203 • 800-935-2617 • subzero-wolf.com/charlotte
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